Portals connect people live and full-body, as if in the same room.

We deploy immersive technology in gold shipping containers, inflatables, buses, rooms, and screens to create uniquely engaging experiences.
Portals span 40+ engaged communities across 20 countries

With 2 new permanent sites added each month.

North America
Albuquerque, NM, USA: Youth Detention Facility
Andover, MA, USA: K-12 Schools
Atlanta, GA, USA: Community Space
Bronx, NY, USA: K-12 School
Brooklyn, NY, USA: Technology Hub
Colorado Springs, CO, USA: Art Center
Dallas, TX, USA: Public Park
Detroit, MI, USA: Public Park (9/19)
Floyd County, KY, USA: K-12 School
Hardy County, WV, USA: K-12 School
Los Angeles, CA, USA: Community Center
New York, NY, USA: Pan-African Cultural Center
Milwaukee, WI, USA: Community Center
Montezuma, NM, USA: K-12 School
Oakland, CA, USA: K-12 School
Richmond, VA, USA: Public Park
San Francisco, CA, USA: Public Park (9/19)
St. Louis, MO, USA: Public Park (9/19)
Stamford, CT, USA: Public Park (6/19)

Latin America
Mexico City, Mexico: Public Park
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Public Park (9/19)
San Juan, Puerto Rico, USA: University
San Pedro Sula, Honduras: University
Tampico, Mexico: K-12 School

Europe
Berlin, Germany: Refugee Technology Hub
Lesbos, Greece: Refugee Community Center
London, UK: Public Park (9/19)
Paris, France: Public Park (9/19)
Stockholm, Sweden: Public Park
Wageningen, Netherlands: Public Park (8/19)

Africa
Kigali, Rwanda: Community Center
Lagos, Nigeria: Public Park
Nairobi, Kenya: University
Nakivale, Uganda: Displaced Persons Camp

Middle East
Amman, Jordan: Technology Hub
Doha, Qatar: Public Library
Erbil, Iraq: Displaced Persons Camp
Gaza City, Palestinian Territories: Tech Hub
Hadramout, Yemen: University
Jerusalem, Israel: Public Park (9/19)

Asia and Australia
Astana, Kazakhstan: Public Park
Herat, Afghanistan: University
Kabul, Afghanistan: National Orchestra
Karachi, Pakistan: Cultural Center
Lahore, Pakistan: Museum
New Delhi, India: Public Park (9/19)
Seoul, South Korea: Public Park (9/19)
Srinagar, India: Youth-Aid NGO
Tokyo, Japan: Public Square (9/19)
Yangon, Myanmar: Community Center

Sites in italics launch in 2019.
The Milwaukee_Portal
Portals facilitate a wide range of immersive experiences

Host facilitated, meaningful conversations
Shared_Studios hosts dialogues on topics in health, education, gender, culture, and more, beginning with a simple prompt to connect people globally.

Solve challenges through global hackathons
Bring together engineers, students, and entrepreneurs in Portals to solve local and global problems.
Watch a hackathon with Johns Hopkins and Gaza City.

Share coffee, tea, and meals across the globe
Share a meal across one table stretching through the Internet. Break bread while breaking the barriers of geographic distance and cultural difference.
Watch a Shared_Meal between New York and Kigali.

Celebrate special events
Host global celebrations, DJ battles and dance parties. From Cinco de Mayo to Eid, share special moments worldwide.
Watch people dancing through the Internet.

Perform, display, and create art
Collaborate with artists from diverse traditions and co-produce a piece of art – be it a painting, sculpture, story, or rock concert.

Learn from, and teach, the world
Learn how to make a piñata from experts in Mexico or how to create excellent calligraphy from craftspeople in Myanmar. Shared_Studios can curate just about anything.
Watch Portals in K-12 and at Harvard University.
Global yoga lesson through Portals

Solar-powered Portal at Golden Gate Park

A Portal outside a hospital in Adelaide, Australia

Times Square, New York City

Washington DC, USA: Cultural Center
Contact Us to Learn More
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